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 RECONSTRUCTIONS
 IN KALINGA-ITNEG1

 RONALD S. HIMES

 SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY

 Itneg and Kalinga form a subgroup of the Central Cordilleran language family
 of northern Luzon, Philippines. Lexical, semantic, and phonological innovations
 in the dialects of Itneg and Kalinga are examined to reconstruct the internal
 relationships of this language group. Itneg contains two identifiable dialects,
 Binongan (eastern) and Inlaod (western). Kalinga dialects are grouped into
 Masadiit (in Abra), Northern Kalinga, and South-Central Kalinga. These
 relationships provide clues to the earlier population movements and culture
 contacts of the Proto-Kalinga-Itneg-speaking peoples.

 1. INTRODUCTION. Kalinga and Itneg form a subgroup of the Central Cordille-
 ran language family coordinate with the Nuclear Central Cordilleran languages:
 Bontok-Kankanaey, Balangaw, and Ifugaw. Together with the Nuclear Central
 Cordilleran languages they constitute the North Central Cordilleran branch,
 which, with Isinai, makes up the totality of Central Cordilleran languages (Reid
 I974). These relationships are diagrammed in Figure I.

 Itneg differs substantially from Kalinga in its phonology, morphology, and
 lexicon, and there is some regional variation within Itneg and within Kalinga
 along these same parameters. These differences have their origins in the history

 FIGURE 1. INTERNAL RELATIONS OF THE CENTRAL CORDILLERAN

 SUBGROUP (REID 1974:512)

 Central
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 RECONSTRUCTIONS IN KALINGA-ITNEG

 of the Abra and Kalinga provinces, and, of course, they are reflective of the
 varying migrations that peopled the area, and of the history of contact among
 identifiable groups prior to and after settlement in their current locations.

 The linguistic situation in the province of Abra reflects a rich tapestry of
 settlement and interaction. Today, the people of Abra use the term "Tinguian"
 (or "Tinggian") to refer to all inhabitants who speak a language other than
 Iloko (Ilocano). In the northern reaches, the dominant language is Adasen,
 closely related to Isnag and, therefore, belonging to the Northern Cordilleran
 family of languages. In the very southern municipalities, a variety of North-
 ern Kankanaey called Ma-eng is spoken. The remaining Tinguian languages
 are Itneg and Kalinga. While in the past there was a history of hostility among
 some communities (Cole 1945: I6I-I62), there was certainly some communi-
 cation, which, naturally, is all the more frequent and pervasive today. The re-
 sult of this is the expected diffusion of knowledge and speech, and the con-
 comitant difficulty in gleaning borrowed lexemes from indigenous ones.
 Undoubtedly many of the reconstructed forms below are not in fact inherited
 from an ancestral language but instead the result of more recent diffusion.

 The Itneg were predominantly a coastal people, with some inland settle-
 ments at the coming of the Spaniards (Cole 1922, Keesing I982). Because of
 missionary and government pressures, the bulk of the population moved in-
 land, into the heart of Abra, during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
 Owing to their proximity to the Ilocano population from earliest times to the
 present, the language of the Itneg demonstrates more Iloko influence than any
 of the other CC languages. Two dialects of Itneg are commonly recognized:
 Binongan, spoken in Lacub and Baay-Licuan, and Inlaod, spoken in Danglas,
 Lagangilang, San Juan, Langiden, San Quentin, Pefiarrubia, and parts of
 Manabo and Villaviciosa.

 The origins of the Kalinga-speaking population are less apparent and cer-
 tainly more complex. Early investigators of Kalinga culture noted that the
 modern population was composed of peoples who had settled in the area from
 a number of different places. For example, Barton (1949: I6-17) observes that
 "with the exception of possibly one or two very small areas, the tribe speaks
 one language-though the intonation and pronunciation vary greatly from
 town to town.... Despite their comparative linguistic unity, the Kalingas dif-
 fer greatly in physical type according to region. Doubtless this is partly due to
 the fact that the habitat was settled by diverse types, but I think there has been

 a good deal of local differentiation since the immigration."
 Nevertheless, there was, undoubtedly, a core group of early Kalinga speakers

 who entered the area and established the language in the region. Keesing (1982)
 favored the argument that the Kalinga entered the area from the north, following

 the Cagayan River to where the Chico empties into it, and subsequently continu-
 ing the southward migration to the reaches of the upper Chico and to the current

 border with Mountain Province. Some Kalinga-speaking peoples of Abra arrived
 at their present location by moving westward up the Saltan to Balbalasang, then

 Io3
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 OCEANIC LINGUISTICS, VOL. 36, NO. I

 over the ridge to their present sites. A migration from there back to the east and

 north accounts for some other populations, such as that of Ammacian in Quirino.

 Oral tradition and some linguistic evidence argue for migrations from Bontoc
 northward into present-day Tinglayan and Pasil (Reid 1992, Himes I994). Other
 movements took Kalinga-speaking peoples southward to Madukayong in Natonin
 and Dalipoy in Paracilis (Scott I969).

 Those authors who have treated topics in Kalinga culture and language have
 generally posited a tripartite internal division. Dozier (1966), for example, has
 northern, southern, and eastern divisions, and Lawless (I977) proposes north-
 ern, southern, and western areas. These divisions are based on ecological fac-
 tors and external influences rather than on inherent cultural and linguistic af-
 finities. McFarland (I980) divides the Kalinga-speaking territory along more
 linguistically realistic lines: a northern area (Pinukpuk and Tabuk), a southern
 area (Lubuagan, Tinglayan, and Tanudan), a "Guinaang" area (essentially cen-
 tral: Pasil, Quirino, and Balbalan), and a southeastern Abra area (Malibcong,
 Daguioman, Bucloc, Boliney, Sal-lapadan, and Manabo). There are no solid
 phonological developments that offer themselves as evidence of indisputable
 internal subgrouping of Kalinga dialects, but there is some evidence of lexi-
 cally based divisions.

 Figure 2 is a map of the Abra and Kalinga areas indicating the location of
 the research sites used in this paper. Lexicostatistical figures and the sharing of

 FIGURE 2. LOCATIONS OF ITNEG- AND KALINGA-SPEAKING
 COMMUNITIES
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 RECONSTRUCTIONS IN KALINGA-ITNEG

 innovations suggest a relatively clear distinction among a central Abra group,
 a northern Kalinga group, and all other Kalinga dialects for which data are
 available. The northern group includes most of the Kalinga-speaking commu-

 nities of eastern Abra and, in Kalinga, the municipalities of Balbalan, Quirino,
 Pinukpuk, and Tabuk.

 Clearly, the dialects commonly called Masadiit, which are spoken in Manabo,
 Sal-lapadan, Bucloc, and Boliney, share features not shared with other dialects.2
 Within the Northern division, there appear to be two subgroups. There is a cluster

 of closely related dialects, here referred to as Northwestern Kalinga, spoken in
 Malibcong and Daguioman in Abra, and in Balbalan in Kalinga. These dialects
 are distinguished from the others both lexicostatistically and on the basis of shared

 innovations. They include the dialects called Ibanaw (in Malibcong, Daguioman,
 and Balbalan), Imabaka (in Malibcong and Balbalan), and Gubang (in the village
 of Buanao in Malibcong).3 The dialects spoken in most of Quirino, Pinukpuk, and

 Tabuk form a Northeastern group, although the position of Ammacian is problem-

 atic in that it could be included in either of the two Northern subgroups. Its closest

 affiliation is with the Imabaka dialect of Malibcong, both lexicostatistically and
 innovationally, but on both measures its second closest affiliation is with Tabuk.

 Its close relationship to Northeastern Kalinga, however, is attributable in part to
 the assimilation of linguistic features from its neighbors.

 There are less clear indices of affiliation among the remaining Kalinga dialects,

 but it appears that they fall within two general areas. The Central Kalinga region
 includes communities in several municipalities along or near the middle Chico:
 Lubuagan, Balenciagao, Guinaang, Galdang, Puapo, and-probably-Taloctoc.
 The balance constitute the Southern Kalinga cluster of communities. The South-
 western Kalinga area contains Kolayo, Balatoc in Pasil municipality, and
 Tulgao and Butbut in Tinglayan. Also, the communities of Amti and Danac in
 Boliney municipality in Abra, which were settled from the Balatoc area in
 Kalinga, belong to this group. The Southeastern area includes the upper
 Tanudan communities of Mangali and Lubo, as well as the outliers in Moun-
 tain Province: Madukayong and Bunut. Bangad appears to be located, both
 linguistically and geographically, between these other two Southern groups, while
 its position in the Chico River valley has facilitated contacts with the Central
 Kalinga communities as well. The divisions proposed here are not rigid, how-
 ever, as Taloctoc appears to have strong affinities with the Southeastern group
 as well as the Central, and Lubuagan, in addition to Bangad, bridges the gap
 between the Central and Southern groups.

 The picture that emerges, then, is one of clusters of related dialects, rather
 than of totally discrete branches of a family tree, with considerable mediation
 among the clusters posed by several communities. For the sake of simplicity,
 nevertheless, and for possible clues to the historicity of the language areas, the
 clusters of communities are treated here as if they were discrete, and appropri-
 ately labeled protoforms are reconstructed. But it must always be kept in mind
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 OCEANIC LINGUISTICS, VOL. 36, NO. I

 that an item's assignment is likely to be raised to a higher level with the dis-
 covery of the term's occurrence in communities not included here. Conversely,
 the assignment of a term here may be at too high a level, due to extensive bor-

 rowing. I have made an attempt to err on the side of caution and assume a great

 deal of diffusion if a term is widely shared within its cluster and appears other-

 wise only in one or two contiguous communities in a neighboring cluster.
 Figure 3 diagrams the internal relationships of Kalinga-Itneg as suggested

 above.

 2. PHONOLOGY

 2.1 PHONEMIC INVENTORY OF PROTO-KALINGA-ITNEG. Proto-

 Kalinga-Itneg (PKI) inherited the Proto-Central Cordilleran (PCC) phonemic
 inventory intact:

 Consonants: *p *t *k *?
 *b *d *g

 *s

 *m *n *

 *1

 *w *y

 Vowels: *i *i *u *V: (length)
 *a

 FIGURE 3. INTERNAL RELATIONS OF KALINGA-ITNEG

 Kalinga-Itneg

 Itneg Kalinga
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 RECONSTRUCTIONS IN KALINGA-ITNEG

 The canonical forms for the syllable in PCC include only CV(C), and further
 restrictions limited the distribution of the glottal stop to syllable-initial position

 and disallowed the occurrence of homorganic diphthongs (*iy and *uw).

 2.2 ITNEG PHONOLOGY. Itneg continues to have the PCC (and PKI) pho-
 nemic inventory with only minor deviation from the ancestral forms. This lan-

 guage has preserved the four-vowel system. Here, the back vowel is represented

 as /o/ rather than /u/, following the practice in Reid (I97 I). The PKI word-final

 diphthongs */-iw/ and */-iy/ are generally reflected as /-aw/l and /-ay/, respec-
 tively. There is one apparent exception to the former: PSCC(R) *?i:siw 'bad,
 dirty, unacceptable' is reflected as expected in LIC ?i:saw 'dirty'; but with the
 meaning 'bad', LIC has ?i:siw, and BAA and LAC have ?i:siw. With regard to
 word-final */-iy/, there are three apparent exceptions.

 PKI ITG4

 PAN(C) *pa:jey 'rice' *pa:giy pa:giy
 PHN(Z) *ta:pay 'rice wine' *ta:piy ta:piy
 PNCC *ti:piy 'taro' *ti:piy ti:piy
 (cf. PC *ti:pay 'viand')

 These exceptions may be the result of a regular process, but with so few examples

 it is impossible to determine exactly what the conditioning factor(s) may be.

 The PKI consonant system has been inherited with only one change; not sur-
 prisingly this concerns the lateral. In almost all environments, */V is reflected as /V

 in Itneg. In certain very restricted environments */1/ has been deleted.

 In a word whose initial segment is a voiced stop and whose last is any voiced
 consonant, *1/V is lost between two occurrences of the low vowel. In these cases,

 the preferred disyllabic shape is maintained, if necessary, by reduplicating the ini-
 tial CV of the reduced root.

 PKI Pre-ITG ITG

 PAN(Dy) *balay 'house' *balay *baay babay
 PAN(Dy) *ZalaNe 'path' *da:lan *daan dadan
 PC *mar-da:lan 'to walk' *ma-i)da:lan *marj-daan manan
 PC *bala:sair 'girl' *bala:sarj *baasar) ba:sarj

 If any of the specified conditions is not met, then the lateral phoneme is not
 deleted.

 PKI ITG

 PAN(C) * [r]aran 'name' *rJa:lan ija:lan
 PPH(He) *baRat 'banana' *ba:lat ba:lat
 PAN(B) *baRaq 'lung' *bala bala
 PHN(Z) *pailaj 'palm' *pa:lad pa:lad
 PSCC *kalab 'climb' *kalab kalab

 Likewise, *11/ is lost, and subsequently realized as /w/, after a long /u/ and be-
 fore either central vowel.

 Io7
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 PKI ITG

 PC *ku:lap 'blind' *ku:lap ko:wap
 PAN(Z) *quilej 'snake' *?u:lig ?o:wig
 PAN(Z) *qules 'blanket' *?u:lis 7o:wis
 PMP(Z) *muila 'to plant' *mu:la mo:wa

 Items that appear to violate this rule are probably the result of influence from

 ILK or KLA, which have phonologically similar forms. For example, cor-
 responding to PPH(Z) *daku:lap, DLS has dako:lap 'palm of hand,' as does ILK;
 but compare SQN dako:wap. The strongest counterexample is provided by ITG
 bo:lan 'moon,' which must retain the /11 under the influence of ILK or MSD.

 2.3 KALINGA PHONOLOGY. The dialects of Kalinga have all undergone
 at least some regular and more pervasive change than has Itneg. All varieties of
 Kalinga have experienced change with regard to the high central vowel: uni-
 formly, the word-final diphthong */-iw/ has become /-aw/l (subsequently being
 reduced to /o/ in MDK).

 PCC KLA MDK

 PPH(C) *quhaw 'thirst' *?uwiw 7uwaw 7uwo
 PC *payaw 'ricefield' *payiw payaw payo
 PCC(R) *?a:kiw 'to steal' *?a:kiw 7a:kaw ?a:ko

 In other environments most KLA dialects reflect *// as /o/. In two Masadiit dia-

 lects (Manabo and Sal-lapadan) and in Gubang there is a rule whereby */i/ be-
 comes /a/ when the next vowel in the word is a central vowel. Elsewhere, */i/

 becomes /o/ in Masadiit and /u/ in Gubang.5

 PCC Kla Man

 PAN(Dy) *?eneme 'six' ?inim ?onom 7anom
 PPH *keteb 'bite' kitib kotob katob

 PC *pesten 'to bundle' pistin poston paston
 PPHN *besat 'sibling' bisat bosat basat
 PSCC *?7ignan 'to hold' ?ignan 7ognan ?agnan

 The KLASW dialects spoken in Kolayo and Tulgao share the rule whereby */?/
 is deleted in all environments (except perhaps word-initially). This has caused
 a change in the canonical form such that vowel clusters are permissible.

 PCC KLA KLASW

 PAN(B) *kai[nj] 'skirt' *ka:?in ka:?in 7ain
 PAN(B) *baSaR 'G-string' *ba?al ba?al baal
 PAN(Dy) *buhuk 'hair' *bu?uk bu?uk buu?
 PPH(Z) *halqu 'pestle' *?al?u 7al?u ?alu
 PSCC(R) *tu?jal 'bone' *tur?al tur?al tuial

 As a later development, in some KLAS communities (KOL, TUL, BUT, BAN, LBO),
 */k/ has universally become /?/. In the KLAC communities of Galdang and

 io8
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 RECONSTRUCTIONS IN KALINGA-ITNEG

 Guinaang (Gieser I958), this appears to be an ongoing process, with /k/ and /?/
 freely alternating in words that reflect */k/. All other dialects retain */k/ in all

 environments, except the dialect of Ammacian in Quirino, where */k/ becomes
 I?/ in syllable-final position, unless followed by /k/ (see below).

 AMM GUI KLASW

 PMP(C) *kapes 'cotton' ka:pos ka:pos/?a:pos ?a:pos
 PHN(Z) *kawa? 'spider' kawa kawa/?awa ?awa
 PAN(Dy) *anak 'child' ?ana? ?anak/?ana? ?ana?
 PC *baknaj 'rich' ba?naq baknaq/ba?nai ba?naq

 All dialects of Kalinga except that spoken in Mangali have developed phonetic
 variants of the lateral phoneme. These variants occur in several environments, gen-

 erally not word-initially nor contiguous to the front vowel (see Reid I973, Himes
 I990). Most KLA communities express this variant as [i], "a central resonant oral"

 (Gieser I970). Bangad, the KLASW dialects of Kolayo and Tulgao, and the
 KLASE spoken in Lubo and Madukayong have retroflexed [r] rather than [4], and
 the KLASW communities of Amti, Danac, and Butbut have three rather than two

 allophones of/l/ (Grayden I979). Retroflexed [r] also occurs in very limited envi-
 ronments in the KLAN communities of Magnao and Limos, where the usual vari-

 ant is [?] (Wiens 1976). In Ammacian, */1/ is reflected in ways very similar to what
 has happened in Kankanaey. Essentially, */1/ is preserved word-initially, in gemi-

 nate clusters, and in any environment where it is immediately preceded by the
 front vowel. Elsewhere it is deleted, leaving 0, /w/, or compensatory lengthening

 of a preceding vowel or consonant.6 Deletion of intervocalic */1/ then results in

 vowel clusters not permitted in the protolanguage.

 PCC KLA AMM

 PAN(B) *beRek 'pig' *bilik bolok boo?
 PC *?ali:sut 'wall' *?ali:sut ?ali:sut ?ai:sut

 PAN(Dy) *Dajlem 'deep' *?ada:lim ?ada:lom ?ada:om
 PAN(DY) *?ajpuRe 'lime' *?a:pul ?a:pul ?a:pu:
 PSCC *kilarj 'worm' *kilarj kolarj kowaq
 PAN(D) *bulan 'moon' *bulan bulan buwan
 PPH(Z) *ulpu 'thigh' *?ulpu ?ulpu ?u:pu
 PPH *piklat 'scar' *piklat piklat pikkat
 PC *belarj 'hard' *bilarj bolaq/nablarj nabbaD
 PAN(Dy) *DerjeR 'to hear' *dirjlin dorjlon doqjon

 In Lubuagan, phonetic [1] inherited from */1/ occurs only in word-initial position,

 contiguous to the high front vowel, and in a geminate cluster. Elsewhere /1/ is
 manifested as [t], with the subsequent development of [4] going to vowel length in

 syllable-final position, often with concomitant fronting of a preceding vowel, as
 for example, PC *nal?um > *nal?um > *nel?um > *ne:?um 'ripe.' Lubuagan is
 alone, of all Kalinga dialects, in reflecting */n/ as /1I before a vowel (other than in

 the /-in-/ infix); e.g., *ne:?um > le:?um 'ripe,' and PAN(Dy) *ina > ?ila 'mother.'

 Iog
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 Bangad, conversely, reflects */1/1 as I/n/ in word-final position after the front

 vowel: PSCC *su:bil > su:bin 'lip,' PPH(Z) *bitil > bitin 'hunger,' and PSCC
 *?i:bil > ?i.bin 'cry, weep.'

 One other area affecting the nasals is phonetic variation in Kolayo and Tulgaw
 of KLASW. The PKI series */m n j/ is inherited intact in the phonemic inventory,

 but there are fricative variants in intervocalic position [p3 r y]: /?ama/ > [?af3a] 'fa-

 ther,' /?ina/> [?ira] 'mother,' /?i:rja/> [?i:ya] 'ear.'
 A dramatic area of phonetic variation crosscuts the regions proposed here. This

 concerns allophonic variation of the voiced stops in prevocalic position. Certain
 communities show no appreciable variation; other than Itneg, these include: (I)
 the Masadiit dialects spoken in Manabo and Sal-lapadan; (2) the KLAN dialects of
 Gubang and Imabaka of Malibcong, as well as the dialects spoken in Ammacian,
 Magnao, and Tabuk; and (3) the KLACS dialects of Taloctoc, Mangali, and Lubo
 in Tanudan, and Bunut in Paracilis. Other communities demonstrate some varia-

 tion in the voiced stops, depending on point of articulation and/or the quality of

 the following vowel (see Gieser 1958 and 1970). These are: (i) the Masadiit dia-
 lects of Bucloc and Boliney; (2) Ibanaw in the north; (3) Balenciagao, Guinaang,

 Galdang, Lubuagan, and Puapo in KLAC; (4) all dialects of KLASW; (5) Bangad;
 and (6) Madukayong in KLASE. The allophonic variants in question are spirants
 whose nature is similar to their counterparts in some Bontok, Kankanaey, Ifugaw,

 and Isinai dialects (cf. Himes 1984).

 3. PRONOUNS. The pronominal system of PCC contained the long form
 nominatives (Reid I974, I979), given here with the genitives as well:

 NOMINATIVE GENITIVE

 is *siyaken, *saken *-ku, -k
 2S *si?ika, *sik?a *-mu, -m
 I+2S *da?ita, *dita, *data *-ta
 3s *siya *-na
 ip *dakami, *dikami *-mi
 2P *dakayu, *dikayu *-yu
 I+2P *dataku, *ditaku *-taku
 3P *da?ida, *dida *-da

 The pronominal system of ITG demonstrates certain changes:

 NOMINATIVE GENITIVE

 is diya:kin -ko, -k
 2S dika -no, -m
 I+2S dita7 -ta

 3s siya8 -na
 I P dikami -mi

 2P dikayo -yo
 I +2P ditayo -tayo
 3P dayda -da

 IIO
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 RECONSTRUCTIONS IN KALINGA-ITNEG

 The root of the I+2P form is an apparent borrowing from Iloko, although the
 prefix is derived from the pre-CC(R) *da?i- shared with KLA, and the /di-/ for-

 mative has been extended from the plural to the is and 2S forms (Reid I974).
 By and large, the KLA pronominal system reflects that reconstructed for PCC

 with few modifications, while the pronominal system in the Masadiit dialects
 shows the greatest divergence from the norm.

 Kalinga Masadiit dialects
 NOMINATIVE GENITIVE NOMINATIVE GENITIVE

 I s sa:kon -ku, -k sa:kon -ku, -k
 2s sika -nu, -m sika -nu, -m
 I+2S dita -ta dita -ta

 3s siya -na siya -na
 IP dakami, dikami -mi9 dakam -mi
 2P dakayu, dikayu -yu dakay -yu
 I +2P ditaku -taku ditakay, ?itakay -takay
 3P dida -da ?ida -da

 As ITG has extended the plural formative /di-/ to the singular, so also has Bangad

 extended the singular /si-/ to all of the other forms:

 NOMINATIVE GENITIVE

 is sa:?on -?u, -?
 2S si?a -nu, -m
 I+2S sita -ta

 3s siya -na
 IP si?ani'0 -ni

 2P si?ayu -yu
 I+2P sita?u -ta?u

 3P sida -da

 4. EXCLUSIVELY SHARED INNOVATIONS

 4.1 PROTO-KALINGA-ITNEG

 4.1.1. Lexical Innovations. An item is considered a lexical innovation if it

 has no recognizable antecedent or apparent cognate in another language. Those
 innovations that occur in Itneg and at least one noncontiguous community of
 Kalinga are assigned to PKI with some degree of certainty.

 *(?a)gajgaD, ITG gaggagj, MSD ?agarjga, MSD, KLAN ?agajgatj, KLAS
 gaggagjan 'cockroach'. I I

 *?a:maj, ITG (BIN), KLA ?a:may 'to laugh'. KnkN (Luba) ?a:mav is a loan
 from KI.

 *duglai, ITG (BIN) ?idoglag, KLANE (TBK) ?iduggag 'to push'. The gemi-
 nate /gl in TBK is irregular; perhaps it is a loan from AMM, where the devel-
 opment of */gl/ to /gg/ is regular.

 III
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 *gi:Ja ITG, KLA g:iya 'word, language; to say'.

 *k[iu]:sab, ITG (BIN) ko:sab, KLAC (LBG) ki.'sab 'to bite'.

 *kiwas, ITG, KLA kiwas, KLAS ?iwas 'to wash (object)'.

 *pi:ta, ITG (BIN), MSD, KLAN, KLAC pi.ta 'land, soil'. BUT cf. Tagalog
 pita 'lowland, watery land'.

 *tu:li, ITG (BIN) to.:li, KLA tu:li 'to tell a lie'.

 Items whose distribution suggests that they may have diffused one way or the
 other are assigned to this level only tentatively.

 *?atu:pak, ITG (PNR) ?ato:pak 'short (person)', MSD (MAN) ?atu:pak 'short
 (person), low (object)'.

 *?a:was, ITG (PNR) ?ana:was, MSD (MAN, SAL) na?a:was 'tall, high'.

 *?iyuj, ITG (LAC) ?iyor 'younger sibling;' KLANW (BNWM, MBKM) ?iyoy,
 'younger brother,' ?iyag 'younger sister.' This item looks suspiciously gender-
 marked, as a loan from Spanish would be. However, the gender marking in
 KLANW could be a later development by analogy with manor, manatr 'el-
 der brother, elder sister.'

 *?umag, ITG (LIC) ?om?omag, MSD ?um?umag 'story'. The forms ?om?omag
 and ?um?umag are also found in one KNKN dialect of Abra and one dialect
 of Ada. Both are most likely borrowed from KI.

 *?Vsad, ITG (LAC) Pisad, KLANW ?osad, ?asad 'to come'.

 *ba[ln]sag, ITG (VIL) bansag, MSD (Buc) balsag 'to throw, toss'.

 *da:pu, ITG da.'po, MSD, KLANW da:pu 'thirst'. The occurrence of da:po
 in two dialects of KNKN in Abra is probably due to the influence of nearby
 KI forms.

 *ki:kiy, ITG ki:kiy, MSD ka:koy, ko:koy 'armpit'.

 *li:wan, ITG (LIC) li.'wan 'big,' KLASW (DNC) li:wanli:wan 'tall'. Cf. PPH
 *li:wan 'outside,' as someone or something 'big' or 'tall' is 'outside the
 norm.'

 *makmak, ITG (BIN), MSD, KLANW makmak 'rice field'. ADA makmak
 'rice field' is a loan from KI.

 *sibad, ITG (BAA) sibad, sombad, KLANW (BNWM) sumbad 'to borrow'.

 *si?ip, ITG si?ip, MSD sa?op, so?op 'odor; to smell, sniff'.

 *tabig, ITG tabig, MSD tabog 'fat (n., adj.)'.

 *waijil, ITG wayil, MSD wagol, waglon 'to work'. ADA has wayAl, wagol 'to
 work,' which may be borrowed from KI, or it may be a unique item in ADA
 that has diffused to both ITG and MSD.
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 4.1.2 Semantic Innovations. Items are considered innovative if a term's mean-

 ing is significantly different from that of its antecedent. The following all have

 widespread distribution.

 *?a:kim 'ancestor', cf. ILK ?akem 'charge, duty; take charge of', ITG
 mana:kim, KLANW mana:kom, KLAC paga:kom 'ancestors'.

 *balu 'good', cf. PAN(Dy) *baqeRu[h] 'new' and PC *baRu 'young, un-
 married man'; ITG balo, KLA balu 'good, pleasant, pretty'. ADA nabaru and
 ISG nama:ru 'good' are probably borrowed from KI; the occurrence of /r/
 rather than /1/ is most likely by analogy with the ILK loan baru 'new.'

 *bilat 'soup', cf. PPH *belat 'skin', PBK *bilat 'fat, grease'; ITG bilat,
 KLANW (BNWM), KLASW (KOL) bolat 'soup'.

 *si:na 'to split (wood)', cf. PC *si:na 'to separate from'; ITG (DLs) ?agsi:na,
 KLAC (LBG) ?isi:la 'to split (wood)'.

 Two items are quite limited in their distribution in Itneg and perhaps should be
 assigned to lower levels:

 *bukis 'to cough', cf. PNCC *bukis 'to breathe hard'; ITG (LAC) bokis,
 KLANW, KLAC bukos, KLAC, KLAS bu?os 'to cough'.

 *pa:tuk 'noon', cf. PWMP(B) *pa[n]Tuk 'peak, apex'; ITG (PNR) ?agma:tok,
 KLANW mamma:tok, nammatu?, KLAC, KLAS mama:tok, mama:tu? 'noon'

 4.1.3 Phonological/Morphological Innovations. Morphological and/or pho-
 nological changes that are not predictable by regular rules are innovative.

 *?awad 'there is (positive existential)', cf. PAN(D) *vada' 'there is'; ITG
 (BIN), KLA ?awad 'there is'. This term also occurs in Isg, but because of its
 distribution it is most likely a loan from KI.

 *?uknum 'to swallow', cf. PSCC *?ukmun 'to swallow'; ITG (INL) ?oknom,
 MSD, KLASW (ATI, DNC) ?uknum, KLAS (BAN) ?ugnum 'to swallow'. There
 is assimilation in voicing of the velar stop to the following nasal in BAN.

 *bayaijyar) 'bamboo water container', cf. PC *bayerjyerj 'bamboo water
 container'; ITG (BIN), KLAC baya,yaJ 'bamboo water container'. This could
 be a loan from an unattested dialect of NC where bayajyaV is the expected
 reflex of *bayerjyeri.

 *biba 'short (obj.)', cf. PAN(Dy) *babaq 'low'; ITG (SQN) ?abibba, KLANW
 (AMM) ?abeba 'short (obj.)'.

 *buba 'low, below, short', cf. PAN(Dy) *babaq 'low'; ITG naboba, KLA
 ?abuba 'low;' ITG boba 'below;' KLA ?abuba, ?abuba?an, ?abubaj 'short
 (object or person)'.I2

 *dikit 'red', cf. PNCC *dikit 'red'; ITG (BIN) dikit, KLAN dokot, dakut,
 KLAC dokot, do?ot 'red'. BUT cf. ILK dekket 'dark brown, blackish.'
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 *gitbit 'dark', cf. PC *gisbet 'dark'; ITG gitbit, KLANW, KLAC gitbot
 'dark'.

 *litun 'to swallow', cf. PAN(Dy) *[tT]elen 'to swallow'; ITG (BIN)
 lomto.'nin, liton, KLANW lumtu:non, KLAC loton, KLAC, KLASE lumtun
 'to swallow'.

 *rji:law 'housefly', cf. PNCC *li:rJaw 'housefly'; ITG, KLA 7i.'law 'housefly'.
 The ILK term ii:law 'housefly' is probably borrowed from KI; the progres-
 sion from PAN(Dy) *laijaw > PNCC *li:1jaw > PKI *rji:law seems reasonable.
 Cf. KNKN li:qiw 'a kind of small fly.'

 There is one item that is suspect because of its distribution:

 *?ittuk 'small', cf. PAN(B) *i[n]tek 'small'; ITG (BIN) ?ittok, MSD (Buc,
 BLY) ?ittuk 'small'.

 4.2 PROTO-ITNEG. Items that occur in both the Inlaod (western) and
 Binongan (eastern) dialects are most likely to be derived from the language
 ancestral to both.

 4.2.1 Lexical Innovations

 *?ayam?a, BIN (LAC) nayam?an, INL ?ayma, nayma:?an, nayama:.?a 'rot-
 ten'.

 *?[iu]mig, BIN, INL (VIL) ?omig, INL ?imig 'to lie down'.

 *?intin, BIN (LAC), INL ?intin 'to bring'.

 *?i:sig, BIN (BAA), INL ?i.sig 'dirty'.

 *?ittiy, BIN, INL ?ittiy 'few'. MSD (MAN) ?ittuy is borrowed from ITG.

 *[nrJ]a:di, BIN na:di, ja.'di, INL (PNR) ja.'di 'later'. ADA na.'di is borrowed
 from ITG.

 *mu:tun, BIN, INL mo.'ton 'rat'.

 *piskurj, BIN (LAC), INL (SQN) piskoy 'pond'. This item has diffused into
 MSD (Buc) as piskuy 'pond'.

 4.2.2 Semantic Innovations

 *dawis 'clean', cf. PNCC *dawis 'fitting, orderly'; BIN, INL dawis 'clean'.

 *digis 'rain', cf. PMP(B) *deRes 'heavy, of rain'; BIN, INL digis 'rain'. This
 item represents an early borrowing from ILK or some language wherein the
 regular reflex of */RI is /g/, although it does not show the geminate cluster of
 ILK degges 'to gush out' or Isg daggat 'to rain heavily.'
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 *sampi 'cheek', cf. ILK sampii 'to tuck behind the ear'; Isg tampig 'the
 part of the head immediately behind the ear', BIN, INL sampig 'cheek'.

 *wa:kas 'day', cf. PNCC *wa:kas 'morning, next day'; BIN, INL wa:kas
 'day'. KNKN (Luba) and MSD (MAN, SAL) also have wa:kas 'day,' but be-
 cause of the distribution wa:kas, with the meaning 'day,' is probably assign-
 able to ITG. Ultimately this item may be related to PHN(B) *wakas 'to loosen,
 undo, uncover,' in a manner analogous to that in which Tagalog bu:kas 'to-
 morrow' is related to PHN(B) *bukas 'open, expose, unveil, uncover.'

 4.2.3 Phonological/Morphological Innovations

 *dika 'you (singular)', cf. PPH *sika 'you (sing.)'; BIN, INL dika 'you (sg.)'.

 *ditayu 'we (inclusive)', cf. PMC(R) *si?ikita[yu, ku] 'we (incl.)'; BIN,
 INL ditayo 'we (incl.)'.

 *diya:kin 'I', cf. PPH *si?ak-en 'I'; BIN, INL diya:kin 'I'.

 *nin/-n 'already', cf. PPH *[q?]en/-n 'already, completion marker'; BIN,
 INL nin/-n 'already, completion marker'.

 *sugay 'to delouse', cf. PPH(Z) *sukay 'comb; delouse'; BIN, INL (VIL)
 sogay 'to delouse'.

 *tigaw 'to sit', cf. PC *tugaw 'to sit'; BIN (LAC), INL tigaw 'to sit'.

 4.3 PROTO-BINONGAN (BIN). Items that are shared exclusively by the com-
 munities in Lacub and Baay-Licuan are assigned to the level of Proto-Binongan.

 4.3.1 Lexical Innovations

 *?a:pis, Lic, LAC ?a.:pis, BAA, LAC ?apsin 'to call', Isg ?apat 'to invite' may
 be a loan from this ITG form.

 *kupsit, LIC, LAC kopsit 'skin'. This item has diffused into MBKM as kupsit
 'skin, bark (of tree)'.

 *lubba, Lic, LAC lobba 'mud', MSD (MAN) lubba and ADA lobba 'mud' are
 probably borrowed from BIN.

 *tawi Lie, BAA, LAC tattawi, LAC tatawi 'to know (fact or person)'.

 4.3.2 Semantic Innovations

 *?i:nit, 'noon', cf. PC *?i:nit 'sun', PPH(C) *qi:nit 'hot'; LIc, BAA mam-
 ma?i:nit, LAC mama?i:nit 'noon'.

 *?uwab, 'mouth', cf. PAN(B) *Suab 'to yawn'; LIC, BAA, LAC ?owab 'mouth'.

 *manan, 'to go home', cf. PITG *manan 'to walk'; BAA, LAC manan 'to
 go home'.
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 4.4 PROTO-INLAOD (INL). Items that occur only in the Inlaod communities
 for which data are available (Pefiarrubia, Danglas, San Quintin, and Villaviciosa)
 are assigned to the level of Proto-Inlaod.

 4.4.1 Lexical Innovations

 *?alaiu:gai, PNR ?alaVo:gaV, DLS ?allaVo:gay 'echo'. Cf. ILK ?aragu:?uV
 'to resound, to echo'.

 *?atubba, PNR, DLS, SQN, VIL ?atobba 'short'. McFarland (1977) gives qatub-
 bat for 'short' in PNR; MSD ?atubba is likely to have been borrowed from INL.

 *?iyan, PNR, SQN, VIL ?iyan 'not (negator of nouns)', PNR, DLS, SQN, VIL
 ?iyan 'not (negator of verbs)'.

 *?utip, PNR, VIL ?otip 'to lie'. BUT cf. Bikol ?utik 'to lie'.

 *diUwa, PNR, DLS, SQN diowa 'skirt'.

 *dubli:na, PNR, SQN dobli:na, PNR, DLS dobna 'he/she'. This certainly ap-
 pears to be somehow derived from Spanish doble 'double, twice' and the
 3s genitive pronoun -na, but the semantic link is obscure.

 *dulsu, PNR, VIL dulsu 'rice husk'. Although the semantic relationship is
 not obvious, this could be a loan from Spanish dorso 'back, reverse'.

 *du(:)tug, PNR do:tog, SQN dotog 'back (of person)'.

 *lisaw, PNR, DLS, VIL lisaw 'to wash (obj.)'.

 4.4.2 Semantic Innovations

 *balbalay, 'bird', cf. PAN(Dy) *balay 'house', and ILK billit balay 'house
 bird' PNR, DLS balbalay 'bird'. Because of its phonological shape and its
 distribution, this item is more likely to have originated in INL and diffused
 to MSD (MAN), rather than the reverse.

 *kilsar 'hard', cf. PC *kersa) 'rough (to the touch)'; PNR, DLS, VIL kilsa9,
 SQN kilsay 'hard'.

 *sublat 'to borrow', cf. ILK sublat 'to substitute for, to take someone's place';
 DLS, SQN, VIL soblat 'to borrow'.

 4.4.3 Phonological/Morphological Innovations

 *?apya 'to make, do', cf. PCC *kapya 'to make, do'; PNR, DLS, SQN ?apya
 'to make, do'.

 *?ataddul 'long (object)', cf. PC *?atakduR 'long (obj.)'; PNR, DLS, SQN
 ?ataddol, PNR, VIL ?ataddo 'long'.

 *?ittiy 'few', cf. PITG *?ittiy 'few'; PNR, DLS ?ittiy 'few'.
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 *?uwad 'there is (positive existential)', cf. PKI *?awad 'there is'; PNR, DLS,
 SQN, VIL ?owad 'there is'. This item has diffused into neighboring communi-
 ties: MSD ?uwad, KNKN (Ma-eng) ?owad, and ADA ?uwAd 'there is'.

 *kad 'to/at marker', cf. PCC(R) *?ad 'to/at marker (distant)'; SQN, VIL kad
 'to/at marker'. McFarland (1977) gives kat for this marker in PNR.

 *lisan 'all', cf. PNCC *lisan 'all'; PNR ?alisan, VIL ?allisan, galisan 'all'.

 4.5 PROTO-KALINGA

 4.5.1 Lexical Innovations. Those items that are found in at least two of the

 three major subdivisions (MSD, KLAN, KLACS) are probably not the result of
 local diffusion, and they are assigned to the level of PKLA with some confi-
 dence. All reconstructions that follow are presented in Pre-Kalinga form for
 ease of comparison.

 *?iml[ail]s, KLANW ?imlos, KLAC ?imlas 'smooth'.

 *?imus, KLANE (Limos; Wiens 1979) ?imus 'to ask'; KLAC, KLAS ?imus
 'question'.

 *bi?in, KLAN (BNwT), KLASW (DNC) bo?on 'to smell, sniff'.

 *bidbid, KLANE, KLAC, KLASE bidbid 'wind'.

 *bukud, KLANE (Limos; Wiens I979) bukud 'to carry on shoulders'; KLAC,
 KLASE bukud, KLAS bu?ud 'to bring, carry'. This item has diffused into
 BLW as bu?ud 'to carry, bring'.

 *butik, KLAN, KLAC, KLAS butik, buti? 'rib, ribcage'.

 *dawat, KLANW, KLANE (Limos; Wiens 1976) ?idawat 'to throw away';
 KLAC dawat 'to throw, toss'. This item has diffused into LAC ?idawat 'to
 throw away'. It is possibly from PMP(Z) *dawat 'reach for, achieve, get'.

 *d[ii]kit, MSD dokot, manikot, KLANW (BNwB) manikot 'to split'; KLANE
 (Limos; Wiens I979) dikot 'chop wood'; KLAC man?i?ot, dikton, KLASW
 di?ot, KLASE dikot, dokot, di7ot 'to split'.

 *dimlurj, MSD, KLAS dimluy, dimloo 'dew'. This item has also spread to
 LAC as well as to KNKN (Ma-eng).

 *dut?uk, MSD (BLY), KLAC (BLC) dut?uk 'to stab'.

 *gallis, KLAN (BNwB), KLAC, KLAS gallis 'sand'. BLW gAllih is a likely
 borrowing from KLASE.

 *la:su, MSD, KLAN, KLAC, KLAS la:su 'easy'.

 *layakan, KLAN (MBKM) layakan, KLASE (MNG) layakkan 'cockroach'.
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 *nat, MSD sinat, KLAN sinat, sanat, ?utnatye, KLAC sinat, yanat, natda,
 KLASW ?annatda, KLASE sanat, ?asannat, KLAS (BAN) sanat 'there (near
 addressee)'; MSD natu, natoy, KLAN sinat, sanat, siyanat, KLAC sinat,
 siyanat, yanat, natda, KLASW ?annatda, ?anatda, KLASE sanat, ?annat
 'that (near addressee)'.

 *pa:tud, MSD, KLAN, KLAC pa:tud 'to kick'.

 *pig[gk]al, KLAN, KLAC ?ipiggal, ?ipigkal 'to throw, toss'.

 *pi?ir ~ pu?u0, MSD nap?oy, KLAN, KLAC po?oY 'thick'.

 *[st]abbak, MSD (MAN) sabbak, KLAC, KLASW tabba?, KLASW, KLASE
 tabbak 'flower'.

 *sagad(d)al, MSD nasagaddag, MSD, KLANW nasagaday 'rough (to the
 touch)'.

 *sissi:wit, KLAN sissi.'wit, KLAC sissi:wit, ?isi.wit, si:wit, KLAS ?issi:wit,
 sissi.'wit, sisi.'wit 'bird'.

 *si:wak, KLANW, KLAC, KLAS si:wak, KLAC si.'waksi:wak, KLASW,
 KLASE si.'wasi:wa? 'shooting star'.

 *sunu, KLANW (BNwT), KLAC ?isuno, KLAC sunu 'to push'.

 *ta:?ud, KLANW (BNwT) ta:?ud, KLAC ta.?ud, ta:?od 'to fly'. BUT cf.
 Bontok ta?od 'to jump down.'

 *t[iu]gdak, KLAN togdak, toddak, tugdak, tuddak, KLAC toddak, tugdak,
 tuddak, KLAS todda?, toddak, tutda?, tuddak 'to run'. There is regressive as-
 similation of the velar stop in most forms and the subsequent devoicing of
 the first I/d/ in TUL.

 One item that occurs only in Abra may be assignable to PKLA or it may have
 diffused from the one community to the other:

 *ki:tuJ, KLANW (BNwM) ki:tog, KLASW (ATI) ki:tuy 'buttocks'.

 4.5.2 Semantic Innovations. Items exhibiting semantic shift that have wide-
 spread distribution include:

 *?abus 'already', cf. PNCC *?abus 'completed'; KLANW, KLASE (MNG)
 na?abus 'already'.

 *?ad 'to/at (near)', cf. PCC(R) *?ad 'to/at (far)'; MSD, KLAS (BAN), KLASE
 ?ad 'to/at (near)'.

 *?iy 'path', cf. PC *?ay 'to go; bring, take'; KLANW (Bnw) ma?oy, KLAC
 (TLC), KLASE (LBO) mo?oy, KLASW (DNC) ?a?ayyon 'path'.

 *di 'that, there (near addressee)', cf. PCC *di 'that, there (far from both
 speaker and addressee)' and Proto Central Philippine (Z) *di 'this, here (near
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 speaker)'; KLANW (AMM) sadi, KLASE ?andi, sa?andi 'that (near addressee);'
 KLASE sa?andi, ?asandi 'there (near addressee)'.

 *gi:Ja 'to call', cf. PKI *gi:ia 'word, language; to say'; KLANW, KLAC
 (GUI) gi:.a 'to call'.

 *kap[iu]s 'poor', cf. PPH *kapus 'insufficient, lacking'; KLANW (BNwB)
 kapos, KLAC kapos, kapus, KLASW ?apos, KLASE kapus 'poor'.

 *kawad 'where?', cf. ILK kawad 'place' (Lawrence Reid, pers. comm.);
 KLAN kawad, kawadna, KLASW ?awanna, KLAS (BAN) ?awadna 'where?'.

 *la:was 'tall, high', cf. TAG lawas 'hitting above and beyond the target point';
 KNKN la:was 'straight, upright', and PAN(B) *lawas 'wide, broad'; MSD
 (Buc) la:was 'tall (person)', KLAS (BAN) la:was 'high (object)'.

 *lHi?ag 'body; old (person); man', cf. PSCC(R) *lii?ag 'to breathe, have
 life'; MSD, KLAN, KLAC, KLAS lor?ag 'body'; KLAN, KLAC malorjag,
 KLAS malmalo1?ag 'old (person)'; KLANE (TBK), KLASE malorj?ag, KLAC
 mamaloV?ag 'man (esp. married man)'.

 *lipis 'rotten', cf. PC *lepas 'finish'; MSD, KLAN, KLAC, KLASE nalpos,
 KLAC lopos 'rotten'.

 *likwis 'to turn', cf. Ifugaw *likwo[h] 'to encircle in order to catch'; MSD
 (Buc) lekwos, KLAC li?wos, KLASW (DNC) likwos, 'to turn'.

 *mu:la 'seed for planting', cf. PMP(Z) *muila 'to plant'; KLANE (TBK)
 tagimu:la, KLAC, KLAS mu:la 'seed for planting'.

 *na?id 'not, negator of past verbs', cf. PCC(R) *na?id 'none'; KLANW
 (MBKM), KLASW, KLASE na?id, KLAC (LBG) la?i, KLASE (LBO) na?i 'not
 (v., past)'. There is apocope in LBG and LBO; cf. also KLAC (TLC) na?i 'not
 (negator of nominals)'.

 *nun 'already', cf. PPH *nu?un 'past time'; MSD (BLY), KLANW (AMM)
 nun 'already'.

 Since its distribution is limited to Abra, one item may actually be a local inno-
 vation that spread to the other dialects:

 *pa:?iij 'thigh', cf. Isg pa:?irj 'hipbone', IFG pa:?iV 'temple, side of the head';
 MSD (Buc), KLANW (BNwM and Bnw of Gacab, Malibcong), KLASW
 (ATI, DNC) pa:?it 'thigh'.

 4.5.3 Phonological/Morphological Innovations. Phonological and morpho-
 logical innovations with widespread distribution include the following.

 *?ibik 'mat', cf. PHN(B) *a(m)bek 'mat'; MSD, ohbok, KLAN, KLAC, KLAS
 ?obok, ?obo? 'mat'.

 *?[iiu]lla:tiy 'bridge', cf. PC *?ara:tay 'bridge'; MSD (BLY) ?olla:toy, KLAC
 (GAL, BLC, LBG, PUA) Pilla:toy, KLAC (TLC) ?ulla:toy 'bridge'.
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 *?ud 'to/at (near or far)', cf. PCC(R) *?ad 'to/at (far)'; KLANW, KLAC ?ud
 'to/at (near or far)'.

 *?upik 'bark (of tree)', cf. PAN(D) *'u(m)pak 'bark'; KLANW ?upik, ?upek,
 KLAC ?upik 'bark'.

 *?uway 'to wait', cf. Iloko ?u:ray 'to stop, wait'; MSD, KLAN, KLAC,
 KLASE ?uway 'to wait'. This term must originally have been borrowed
 from ILK; if it were a regular development from some higher level form the
 expected reflex would be *?uwoy.

 *balat 'soup', cf. PKI *bilat 'soup'; KLANW, KLAC, KLAS balat 'soup'.

 *ba(n)ti:lig 'hill', cf. PSCC *ba(n)ti:lid 'mountain, hill'; MSD (Buc)
 banti:lig, KLANW (MBKM) bati:lig 'hill'.

 *d[iu]ba 'below, low', cf. PKI *buba 'low, below'; MSD, KLANW, KLANE
 duba, doba 'below;' MSD, KLANW duba, doba 'low'.

 *du(:)Uul 'knee', cf. PPH *du:lurj 'knee'; KLAN (MBKM) du:.ul, KLAC
 (BLC) dugul 'knee'.

 *duwanan 'right (side)', cf. PC *diwanan 'right'; MSD (BLY), KLANW
 (Gub, BNwB) duwanan 'right'.

 *gikbit 'dark', cf. PC *gisbet and PKI *gitbit 'dark'; KLAN, KLASE
 gikbot, gi?bot 'dark'.

 *kipya 'to make, new', cf. PCC *kapya 'to make, to do'; KLANW kopya,
 KLAC ?opya 'to make, to do';KLAN, KLAC, KLASE kakopya, KLAS ?a?opya
 'new, newly made'.

 *lu:?u 'to forget', cf. PHN(B) *liqu 'to forget'; MSD (MAN), KLANW (Gub)
 lu?u:wan 'to forget'.

 *ma?is 'sweet', cf. PPH *hamis and PC *mi?is 'sweet'; KLAN, KLAC, KLAS
 ma?is 'sweet'.

 *pakit 'to stick to', cf. PHN(Z) *pak6t 'stick(y)'; MSD, KLAN, KLAC, KLAS
 pakot, KLAC, KLAS pa?ot 'to stick to'.

 *pijra:pirj 'cheek, face', cf. PPH *pijpiri 'cheek'; KLANW piga:piq 'cheek';
 KLAC (GUI) piga.'piq 'face'.

 *sibgin 'to bum', cf. PPH(Z) *sojab 'to bum'; KLANW, KLAC, KLAS subgon,
 sobgon, KLASE sobgon 'to bum'. The expected form, of course, is *sogbon,
 as is reflected in Isinai soxbon.

 *t[ai]gammu 'to know', cf. PC *?ammu 'to know'; KLAN, KLAC tagammu,
 tigammu, KLAC, KLAS ?agammu, KLASW tigamu, gammu, tagammug,
 KLASE ?igammu 'to know (fact or person)'. There is loss of the initial stop in
 some KLACS areas.

 *(t)aplaw 'to float', an apparent blend of PNCC *taplak and PC tapaw 'to
 float'; MSD (BLY) manaplaw, KLANW (BNwB) man?aplaw 'to float'.
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 4.6 PROTO-MASADIIT

 4.6.1 Lexical Innovations

 *kaysan, MAN, SAL, BLY, Buc kaysan 'to go home'.

 *kiy[iu]p, MAN kiyup, SAL, BLY kiyop 'anus'.

 *su:lad, Buc, BLY su:lad 'to cook'; MAN, BLY, Buc sinu:lad 'viands'. BIN
 (Lic) so:lad 'to cook' and INL sino:lad 'viand' must be borrowed from MSD
 (see 2.I). Cf. PNuCC *sul?at 'to cook, to cook rice'.

 4.6.2 Phonological/Morphological Innovations

 *?ari 'only', cf. PPH *laIr 'only'; MAN, SAL, BLY, Buc ?ao 'only'.

 *dakam 'we (excl.)', cf. PC *dakami 'we (excl.)'; MAN, SAL, BLY, Buc
 dakam 'we (excl.)'.

 *dakay 'you (pl.)', cf. PC *dakayu 'you (pl.)'; MAN, SAL, BLY, Buc dakay
 'you (pl.)'.

 *ditakay 'we (incl.)', possibly a blend of PCC(R) *dita 'we (dual incl.)'
 and PPHN *kayu 'you (pl.)'; MAN, BLY ditakay, SAL ?itakay, Buc ?ittakay
 'we (inclusive)'. There is unexplained loss of initial /d/ in SAL and Buc.

 *pillat 'scar', cf. PC *piglat 'scar'; BLY, Buc pillat 'scar'.

 4.7 PROTO-NORTHERN KALINGA. Those items that occur in the North-

 west Kalinga and Northeast Kalinga areas are attributed to PKlaN with some
 confidence.

 4.7.1 Lexical Innovations

 *?atti[krj], KLANW (MBKM) ?attek, KLANW (AMM), KLANE ?atter 'excre-
 ment'. This may be a modified loan from Northern Cordilleran ?attay 'ex-
 crement.'

 *bilug, KLANW (MBKM, AMM), KLANE (TBK) bilug 'widow'. LAC has
 borrowed this item from KLANW.

 *dadag, KLANW (AMM), KLANE dadag 'bad'. Cf. Ifugaw dadag 'de-
 struction.'

 *lawa, KLANW, KLANE (TBK) lawa, KLANE (MAG) la 'only'.

 *sa:t[iu]n, KLANW sinsa:ton, sa:ton, KLANE (TBK) satunon 'today'.

 *su:lag, KLANW (AMM) su:wag, KLANE su:lag 'anger'. Cf. KNKN so:wag
 'pity, compassion'.
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 4.7.2 Semantic Innovation

 *kiy) 'to walk', cf. PPH *kiyarj 'pace, step'; KLANW (AMM), KLANE (TBK)
 kiyag 'to walk'.

 4.8 PROTO-NORTHWEST KALINGA. Those items shared by at least two
 of the dialects in this subgroup-Ibanaw, Imabaka, Gubang, and Ammacian-are
 attributed to PKlaNW.

 4.8.1. Lexical Innovations

 *?atap, BNwT ?atap, GUB ?atpun 'to see'.

 *?i:naw, BNwM, BNwB, MBKM, GUB, AMM ?i:naw 'to smell, stink; bad-
 smelling'. This item has diffused into LAC.

 *dulla:lu, BNwM, BNwB, GUB dulla:lu 'dragonfly'. BNW of Gacab, Malib-
 cong also has dulla:lu; GAL has apparently borrowed this item from BNW.

 *gisay, BNwD nagsay 'rotten', GUB gusay 'bad, ugly'. Cf. KNKN gisay
 'good; taking fire easily (pitch pine)'.

 *kub?ul, BNwD, BNwB, MBKM kub?ul 'to blow'.

 4.8.2 Semantic Innovations

 *pu:Dut 'to fight', cf. ILK pu:yut 'to pull the hair of'; BNwM, MBKM pu.'jut
 'to fight'. This has diffused into LAC po.'got 'to fight' from the nearby
 KLANW communities.

 *tum?[iu]k 'to sit', cf. IFG tu:mok 'to make something touch another thing
 by its end'; BNWM, BNwT, GUB tum?uk, BNwB manum?ok, MBKM tum?ok
 'to sit'.

 4.8.3 Phonological/Morphological Innovations

 *?atiNla:wa 'spider', cf. PAN(Dy) *laiwa? 'spider'; BNwM, BNwB, MBKM
 ?atillala.'wa, BNwM and BNW of Gacab, Malibcong ?atillawla:wa 'spider'.

 *si:yip 'to sleep', cf. PNCC *su:yip 'to sleep', MBKM, AMM si:yop 'to sleep'.

 4.9 PROTO-IBANAW. KLANW data are available from several sites where

 Ibanaw is spoken: Daguioman, Malibcong, and Balbalan's Talalang and Balbala-
 sang. Innovations shared within this group are assigned to the level of PBNw.

 4.9.1 Lexical Innovations

 *galiN, BNwT galil, BNwB galin 'to lie down'.

 *k[ai]b?al, BNwM ?ikob?al 'to throw away', BNwT kab?al 'to throw, toss'.
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 *la:lap, BNwD, BNwT, BNwB la:lap 'to fight'. This item also has diffused
 into GAL.

 *lukuir, BNwM luko9, BNwB lukuo 'stream'. BUT cf. Isg lo:koy 'basinlike
 depression in a brook', PPH(Z) *ma-lukuN 'bowl, cup'.

 4.9.2 Phonological/Morphological Innovations

 *nawag 'wide', cf. PPH *lawag 'wide'; BNwT, BNwB nanawag 'wide'.

 *taddak 'to run', cf. PKLA *t[iu]gdak 'to run'; BNwT, BNwB taddak 'to
 run'.

 4.10 PROTO-NORTHEAST KALINGA

 4.10.1 Lexical Innovation

 *bullat, LIM bollat 'weed' (Wiens 1979), MAG, TBK bullat 'grass'. BUT cf.
 ISG bula:t 'a common creeping herb'.

 4.10.2 Phonological/Morphological Innovations

 *?ut 'to/at marker', cf. PKLA *?ud 'to/at marker'; MAG, TBK ?ut 'to/at
 marker'.

 *ba:dut 'clothes', cf. PAN(D) *bazuh 'clothes'; Limos (Wiens I979), MAG,
 TBK ba:dut 'clothes'. While this item occurs also in AMM, it is a probable loan
 from KLANE.

 *dulud 'to push', cf. PPH(Z) *tulu[d] 'to push along'; MAG ?idulud, TBK
 ?idullud 'to push'.

 4.11 PROTO-CENTRAL-SOUTH KALINGA. Items that are not shared by
 any of the MSD or KLAN communities and that occur in the Central and Southern

 Kalinga areas are assigned to PKlaCS. Listed here are those items that appear not
 to be centered in the KLAC nor in the KLAS regions. Some of them, of course, are

 of such limited distribution that they most probably are local innovations that
 spread to another community or two in relatively recent times and do not rep-
 resent items inherited from some higher level.

 4.11.1 Lexical Innovations.

 *?ammi[kt], KLAC (BLC) ?ammot 'buttocks', KLAC (LBG) ?amot, KLASE
 (LBO) ?am?ammo? 'anus'.

 *?ulla:lim, KLAC, KLAS ?ulla:lim 'story'.

 *baksal, KLAC (GAL), KLAS (BAN) ba?sal 'to lie down'.
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 *bintug, KLAC (GUI), KLASE bintug 'to throw, toss'.

 *d[ai]la:?ag, KLAC dala.:?ag, dila:?ag, dal?ag, KLAS (BAN) dala.?ag,
 KLASW dalag, dilag, KLASE dila.'ag 'red'.

 *dawa, KLAC (LBG), KLASE (LBO) mandawa 'midnight'.

 *[dg]i:ta, KLAC, KLAS (BAN) di:ta, KLAC (GUI) gi.'ta, KLASW gi:tagi.'ta
 'earthquake'.

 *kalittubaij, KLAC (TLC), KLASE (MNG) kalittubay 'eggplant'.

 *kam(a)lug, KLAC (LBG) kamlug, KLASW (DNC) kammalog 'ghost'.

 *kamnit, KLAC (GAL) ?amnot, KLAS kamnot 'difficult', KLASW ?amnut
 'hard (substance)'.

 *kiwa:?al, KLAC, KLAS kiwa.?al, ?iwa:?al 'to work'. Northern Bontok (Sac-
 lit) also has kiwa.?al 'to work', but it is most likely borrowed from KLA.

 *kutiNil, KLAC (LBG) kutile: 'hard (substance)', KLASE (LBO) utij0ol
 'strong, healthy'.

 *lid[iu]y, KLAC, KLAS, lidoy, KLASE liduy 'taro'. BLW lidoy is a loan from
 KLA.

 *li:tap, KLAC, KLASE li:tap, KLASW (BUT) Pi.tap 'flood'. There is unex-
 plained loss of initial 1l/ in BUT.

 *p[iu]ya:?aw, KLAC (TLC) puya:?aw, KLAS (BAN) poya.?aw 'wind'.

 *sil[iu]p, KLAC, KLAS silop, silup 'clothes'.

 *t[iu]ll[iu]j, KLAC (LBG) ?itolloy, KLAC (TLC) Pitulloy, KLASW (DNC)
 ?itolloyj 'to see'.

 4.11.2 Semantic Innovations

 *?awid 'to run', cf. PC *?awid 'to go home'; KLAC (TLC), KLASE (BAN)
 ?awid 'to run'.

 *?i:yin 'to go home', cf. PC *?ay 'to go; to bring'; KLAC (BLC, LBG, TLC),
 KLASE (MNG) ?umo:yon 'to go home'.

 *?i:mis 'to laugh', cf. PNCC *?i:mis 'to smile'; KLAC (TLC), KLASE (MNG)
 ?i:mis 'to laugh'.

 *ba:yu 'to stab', cf. PPH(He) *bayu 'to pound'; KLAC (GUI), KLASW (KOL)
 ba.yu 'to stab'.

 *dila, 'low', cf. PCC *dila 'below'; KLAC nadola, KLAS kadola?an, ?ado-
 la?an 'low'.

 *li:tiiJ 'shallow', cf. IFG *li:tirj 'water; KNKN li:tij 'potable (water)', KLAC
 (PUA), KLASE (MNG) li.tig 'shallow (water)'.
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 *padda, KLAC (TLC), KLASE (LBo) padda 'light (color)'.

 *sa:na 'today', cf. PNCC *na?iy 'today, this'; KLAC sa:na, sinsa:na, KLASW
 sa:na, sasa:na, KLASE sasa:na, sinsa:na, sesa:na 'today'.

 *sa:Ia 'anger', cf. PNCC *sa:1a 'sad, lonely'; KLAC, KLASE sa:ya 'anger'.

 4.11.3 Phonological/Morphological Innovations

 *?abiy 'vagina', cf. PNCC *?ubiy 'vagina'; KLAC (LBG), KLASE (LBO)
 ?aboy 'vagina'.

 *?alpu 'thigh', cf. PPH(Z) *ulpu 'thigh'; KLAC (PUA), KLASW (BUT)
 ?alpu 'thigh'.

 *?a0)i)i:wan 'shadow', cf. PC *?anini:wan 'shadow'; KLAC (GUI) ?ajtji-
 gi.wan, KLAS (BAN) ?agigi:wan, KLASW (KOL) ?anigji:wan 'shadow'.

 *ban?it 'small', cf. PCC *ban?ig 'small'; KLAC ban?it, banban?it, KLAS
 ban?it 'small', KLASW banit 'narrow'.

 *ku?u 'to scratch', cf. PNCC *kuku 'to scratch'; KLAC (LBG) ku?u:wan,
 KLASE (MDK) ku?u 'to scratch'.

 *siggin 'to burn', cf. PPH(Z) *s6j6b and PKLA *sibgin 'to burn'; KLAC
 (LBG) suggun, (TLC) suggon, KLAS (BAN) soggon 'to burn'.

 4.12 Proto-Central Kalinga (KLAC). There are a number of items that are
 found exclusively in KLAC communities or that occur predominantly there.
 Those that appear in a KLAS community are listed after those in KLAC.

 4.12.1 Lexical Innovations

 *?allVt[iu]u, GUI, TLC ?allutog, GAL ?allotoy, BLC ?allitog; KLASW (KOL)
 ?allutog 'anus'.

 *?am[iu]y, BLC, LBG, PUA, TLC ?amoy; KLASW (DNC) ?amoy 'to sit'.

 *?amtuk, GUI ?amtu?, BLC ?amtok 'to fight'.

 *baksi, GUI ba?si, BLC baksi 'abaca'.

 *balli:lii, BLC balli:leg, LBG belli:lig, PUA billi:lig; KLASW (KOL) balli:li
 'dragonfly'. There is apocope in KOL.

 *d[au]?[iu]y, GUI dudu?uy, BLC, PUA dudu?oy, LBG dada?oy; KLASE (LBO)
 dada?oy 'sad, lonely'.

 *gamp[iu]t, BLC, TLC nagamput, LBG lagampot 'already'; KLASW (KOL)
 nagampot 'already'.

 *la:?[iu], GAL ?ila:?oT 'to throw, toss', PUA ?ila:?o9 'to throw away'.
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 *la1ga:rDan, BLC lagga.'jen, LBG, TLC lagga.'gan; KLASW (DNC) lajga:.yan
 'cockroach'.

 *puti:lak, GAL, BLC, LBG puti:lak 'white;' KLAS (BAN) puti:lak 'white'.

 *tugda, GUI, GAL, BLC tugda 'breakfast,' LBG tugda 'lunch;' KLAS (BAN)
 tugda 'breakfast'. BUT cf. PPH(C) *tu[dD]a[q] 'remains' and PHF(Z) *teda?
 'leftovers; remainder'.

 4.12.2 Semantic Innovations

 *?ibis 'to repeat', cf. PNCC *?ibis 'to follow each other'; GUI ?obos, GAL
 ?obson 'to repeat'.

 *?isa pin 'not (v., past and nonpast)', cf. PAN(Dy) *?isaj 'one', PPH *?isa
 'one; other, not this one'; GUI ?issa pon, BLC, PUA hapon 'not (negator of
 nonpast verbs)', BLC, PUA hapon 'not (negator of past verbs)'.

 *ki:bit 'to sew', cf. PNCC *ki:bit 'to pinch'; GUI ?i:bit, LBG ke.bit 'to sew'.

 *sa:di 'today', cf. PNCC *di 'that, there', possibly a fusion of a marker *sa
 + the deitic *di 'here, now'; GUI, PUA sin sa.'di, GAL sa.'di, BLC hin sa:di;
 KLASE (MNG) sin sa:di 'today'.

 4.12.3 Phonological/Morphological Innovations

 *?iway 'to wait', cf. PKLA *?uway 'to wait'; GAL, BLC, PUA ?iway 'to wait'.

 *?iwiy 'rattan', cf. PAN(Dy) *quaq3ayi 'rattan'; GUI, GAL, BLC, PUA ?iwoy;
 KLAS (BAN) ?iwoy 'rattan'.

 *dil?ag 'neighbor', cf. PSCC *da?lag 'neighbor'; GAL, BLC dol?ag 'neighbor'.

 *lanti 'green', cf. PNCC *lansi 'green'; GUI, GAL, BLC, LBG, PUA lanti
 'green'. BUT cf. Tagalog luyti? 'green.'

 *lubin 'to bury', cf. PSCC(R) *libin 'to bury, day of mouming' and PAN(Z)
 *lebei 'to bury'; GAL ?ilubon, BLC, TLC lubon, LBG ?ilubun 'to bury'.

 *santuk 'to hit, box', cf. PPH *suntuk 'to hit (with the fist)'; GAL santok,
 LBG santuk; KLASE (MNG) santuk 'to hit, box'.

 *sikid 'to stand', cf. PC *sikad 'to stand'; BLC, LBG sikid 'to stand'.

 4.13 PROTO-SOUTHERN KALINGA. Items that appear only in the KLAS
 area or that seem to be centered there are included here.

 4.13.1 Lexical Innovations

 *badu:?ul, KLASE (MNG) babadu.?ul, KLASW (BUT) badu:l, KLAC (TLC)
 babadu:?ol 'sad, lonely'.
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 *larjgan, KLASW (DNC) lalaggan, (BUT) laggan, KLASE (LBO) lalarjgan,
 'water jar'. Northern Bontok (Saclit) laygan is a probable loan from KLASW.

 *lind[iu]r, KLAS (BAN), KLASW (KOL, TUL, BUT, DNC), KLASE (LBO)
 lindoy; KLAC (LBG) lindog 'straight'.

 *pitaw, KLAS (BAN), KLASE (MNG, LBO) potaw 'cogon'.

 4.13.2 Semantic Innovations

 *?uma 'slow', cf. PC *?u:ma 'tired'; KLAS (BAN) ?um?umma 'slow,' KLASE
 (MNG) ?um?uma?am 'do it slowly'.

 *malJan 'morning, noon', cf. PPH(Z) *maran 'to eat'; KLAS (BAN) maij-
 magan 'morning', KLASW (BUT) marjmajan 'noon'.

 4.13.3 Phonological Innovations

 *ballu 'to throw, to throw away', cf. PNCC *balnu 'to throw, to throw away';
 KLASW (KOL, ATI) Piballu 'to throw, toss', KLAS (BAN) ihballo, KLASW
 (ATI, DNC) ?iballo, KLASW (BUT) Piballu, KLASE (MNG, LBO, MDK) ?iballu
 'to throw away;' KLAC (LBG) Pibillu 'to throw, to throw away,' KLAC (TLC)
 Piballu 'to throw away'.

 *duddut 'feather, body hair', cf. PC *dutdut 'feather, body hair'; KLAS
 (BAN), KLASE (LBo) duddut 'feather, body hair'. Gaddang duddut is a
 regular development from PC *dutdut 'feather, body hair'.

 *kalidulwa 'soul, spirit', cf. PC *kaliduwa 'soul, spirit'; KLAS (BAN),
 KLASW (TUL) ?alidulwa 'soul'.

 *kisdil 'strong', cf. PSCC *kidsil 'strong, hard'; KLAS (BAN), KLASW
 (KOL) ?osdol, KLASE (MNG) kosdol, (MDK) kasdol 'strong', KLASE (LBO)
 ?osdol 'hard'; KLAC (TLC) kosdol, (LBG) kosde 'strong'.

 *kitig 'to bite', cf. PPH *keteb 'to bite'; KLAS (BAN) ?umtog, KLASE (LBO)
 ?otog, (MDK) kumtog 'to bite'.

 *liNsi 'green', cf. PNCC *lansi 'green'; KLAS (BAN), KLASW (BUT),
 KLASE (MDK) linsi, KLASE (LBO) lilirjsi 'green;' KLAC (TLC) liosi 'green'.
 BLW (Alunugan) lilinhi 'green' is a likely borrowing from KLASE.

 4.14 PROTO-SOUTHWESTERN KALINGA

 4.14.1 Lexical Innovations

 *?alimawmaw, KOL, TUL, BUT ?alimawmaw 'echo'. BUT cf. Tagalog
 ?aliVjawraw 'echo'.

 *pi:pit, KOL, BUT pi:pit 'skinny'.

 *tagliij, KOL, TUL taglig 'cold'.
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 4.14.2 Semantic Innovations

 *buduk 'anger', cf. Bontok bodok 'to speak angrily', Ifugaw buduk 'explo-
 sion'; KOL budo?, BUT budu? 'anger'.

 *piya 'sweet', cf. PAN(B) *pia 'good'; DNC, KOL, TUL, BUT piya 'sweet'.

 4.14.3 Phonological/Morphological Innovations

 *ba?it 'small', cf. PKLA *ban?it 'small'; KOL ba?it, TUL ba?ba?it 'small'.
 Cf. BAN, which has both gan?it and ga?it 'small'.

 *kattil 'sweet potato', cf. PKI *ka(n)ti:la 'sweet potato'; ATI, DNC kattil
 'sweet potato'.

 *tugba 'to spit', cf. PMC(R) *tugpa 'to spit'; KOL, TUL tugba 'to spit'.

 *yaNpaw 'light (weight)', blend of PC *lMapaw and PSCC *ya?piw 'light
 (weight)'; DNC, KOL yampaw, DNC yaypaw 'light (weight)'.

 4.15 Proto-Southeastern Kalinga. Several items are found exclusively in
 KLASE, and several more appear to be centered there with representation also
 in nearby TLC and occasionally in LBG.

 4.15.1 Lexical Innovations

 *?i:tak, MNG ?i.tak, LBO ?i?i.ta?, MDK ?a?i:tak; KLAC (TLC) ?i?i.tak 'white'.

 *dalnig, MNG, LBO dalnig; KLAC (TLC) dalnig 'neighbor'.

 *gi:Iat, LBO, BUN, MDK go.'yat, goya.'ton, LBO gumnat 'to kill'.

 *kimit, MNG makimot, LBO ?imot 'to fear'.

 *ku:ya, MNG ku:ya, LBO ?u:ya; KLAC (TLC) ku:ya 'weak'.

 *lapsak, MNG lassak, LBO linapsa?, MDK lapsak 'floor'. With regressive
 assimilation of the bilabial stop in MNG.

 *Ua?i, MNG, BUN ja?i 'what?, who?'. Cf. ILK gay, adverbial form that com-
 monly follows interrogatives (Lawrence Reid, pers. comm.).

 4.15.2 Semantic Innovations

 *?aga:?ag 'to weep', cf. PNCC *?aga:?ag 'to squeal'; MNG, LBO ?aga.?ag
 'to cry, weep'.

 *gasi:laUr 'sweet potato', cf. PNCC *gasi:laij 'kind of grain'; MNG, BUN
 gase:laj, LBO gassi:laV, MDK gasi:larj 'sweet potato'; KLAC (LBG) kasi:lao,
 (TLC) gasi.lag 'sweet potato'. The devoicing of the initial stop in LBG is
 unexplained; Gaddang of Mountain Province has gasi:lag, but it is a prob-
 able loan from KLASE.
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 *su:iad 'mouth (of person)', cf. PPH(Z) *sujaD 'snout'; MNG, BUN, MDK
 su:gad, LBO su:.at; KLAC (TLC) su:oad 'mouth'. There is unexplained de-
 voicing of the final segment in LBO.

 4.15.3 Phonological/Morphological Innovations

 *bala:tam 'chin', cf. PNCC *pala:tal 'chin'; LBO, MDK bala:taj 'chin'.

 *dupit 'shore', cf. PAN(D) *da(m)pit 'edge'; LBO, MDK dupit 'shore'.

 *gilibi 'yesterday', cf. PNCC *galabi 'yesterday'; LBO golbiyan, MDK ?ad
 golobiyan 'yesterday'.

 *kisyad 'to kick', cf. PSCC *sikyad 'to kick'; MNG kisyad, LBO ?isyad 'to
 kick'.

 *tawwarJ 'river', cf. PNCC *dawwarj 'river'; MNG, LBO, BUN tawway 'river'.

 5. CONCLUSION. The Itneg and Kalinga languages, spoken primarily in Abra
 and Kalinga provinces, differ from other Central Cordilleran languages in a num-

 ber of features. They also exhibit the types of dialect variation common to other

 CC languages, phonologically, morphologically, and lexically. While Itneg is
 comparatively conservative phonologically in its retention of the PCC phonemic
 inventory, Kalinga shares phonological variation in its reflexes of the high central
 vowel, the lateral, and the voiced stops with Bontok, Kankanaey, Balangaw,

 Ifugaw, and Isinai. The lexical, morphological, phonological, and semantic inno-
 vations that occur within the KI group of dialects argue for a division into eastern

 and western Itneg, and for a tripartite division of Kalinga into Masadiit, Northern,
 and Central-South areas. In the case of both languages, these linguistic distinctions

 are likely to be reflective of the ways in which Abra and Kalinga were populated,
 and of subsequent interaction.

 The eastern Itneg area was most likely settled before the demographic influx of
 Inlaod speakers (and later, Iloko speakers) into the central Abra area. There is a
 very large number of Iloko words that have diffused into all the CC languages.
 Within Itneg, the differential influence of Iloko is reflected in that the vocabular-

 ies of the eastern sites contain 35 Iloko items (on a standard 574-word eliciting
 schedule) not generally appearing in the west, whereas the western communities

 use I96 Iloko words that do not occur in the eastern wordlists.

 Likewise, the different regions of the Kalinga-speaking area show the influence
 of neighbors. As noted above in passing, there has been considerable linguistic
 exchange between Southern Kalinga and Bontok, as there has been between
 Southeastern Kalinga and Balangaw. The Northern Cordilleran languages of the
 Cagayan Valley have contributed lexemes to all of the CC languages, and some
 of this is very apparent, as the Isnag and Adasen words in Itneg, and the Gaddang

 terms found in Balangaw, Ifugaw, and Isinai. There are I4 NC terms that are
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 restricted in their distribution to the northern Kalinga area. This is evidence, of

 course, of more intimate and/or more enduring contact between the peoples speak-

 ing NC languages and the KLAN dialects. An additional I5 items, however, are
 generally shared widely by Kalinga dialects, and some of these occur in Bontok,
 Kankanaey, and other Nuclear Central Cordilleran locales as well. The infusion
 of some quite basic vocabulary must date back a very long time, before certain
 sound changes occurred in NC and before certain inherited lexemes were replaced

 by innovations within that family. Since Bontok and Kankanaey are not geo-
 graphically close to any NC-speaking community today, these contributions to
 the vocabulary must have been direct loans at a distant time in the past, or they
 must have entered the languages via contact with another language, such as
 Kalinga. The data that follow provide an example of this point.

 NC KLA BON

 PPH(He) *qaRtey 'liver' ?agtay'3 ?agtoy ?agtiy
 PC(R) *takdeR 'stand' ta?dAg 4 takdog takdig
 PC *sakRud 'horn' sa?gud'5 sakgud sakgod
 PAN(Dy) *beRas 'husked rice' bAggas'6 bogas bigas

 In each of these cases, both KLA and BON have /g/ where the expected reflex
 of */R/ is /1/. Indeed, Bontok of Tocucan has ?altiy 'liver;' ITG (PNR) has saklud

 'horn;' and KNKN has hi?as 'weeds'.'7 In the light of evidence such as this,
 Keesing may well have been right in tracing the origins of the modern Kalinga
 along a path traveling southward along the Cagayan River. During such a mi-
 gration, the Kalinga would have come into contact with speakers of NC lan-
 guages, and, over what must have been a significant timespan, considerable
 exchange of linguistic knowledge would have occurred.

 When the items suspected of being diffused are sorted out, there still remains a

 considerable residue that can confidently be ascribed to the languages ancestral to

 modem Itneg, to modem Kalinga, and to the two of them together.

 APPENDIX

 Most of the data on which this paper is based were collected in the field dur-
 ing the years 1962-64, I966-68, I977, 198 , I989, and I995. The literature
 provided some data for the dialects spoken in Pefiarrubia (McFarland 1977),

 Baay-Licuan (Reid I97I, Walton I975), Manabo (McFarland I977), Limos
 (Wiens I976, I979), Tabuk (McFarland I977), and Guinaang (Gieser 1958,
 1970, 1972a, I972b, Hale and Gieser I977, Reid I97I). Comparative data
 were taken from Headland and Headland (I974), Himes (1988), Lambrecht
 (I978), McFarland (I977), Panganiban (I973), Reid (I97I, I976), Scott
 (I957), and Vanoverbergh (I933, 1956, 1972).
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 The dialect areas proposed here, and the abbreviations for the research sites,
 are as follows:

 Itneg (ITG)

 Binongan (BIN): Nalbuan, Baay-Licuan (Lic), Tumalip, Baay-Licuan (BAA),
 and Poblacion, Lacub (LAC), all in Abra.

 Inlaod (INL): Dumayco and Poblacion, Pefiarrubia (PNR), Caopasan,
 Danglas (DLS), Tangadan and Poblacion, San Quentin (SQN), and Lu-
 maba,Villaviciosa (VIL), all in Abra.

 Kalinga (KLA)

 Masadiit (MSD): Poblacion, Manabo (MAN), Subusob, Sal-lapadan (SAL),
 Poblacion, Boliney (BLY), and Labaan, Bucloc (Buc), all in Abra.

 Northern Kalinga (KLAN)

 Northwestern Kalinga (KLANW): Ibanaw of Poblacion, Daguioman
 (BNwD), Ibanaw of Taripan and Poblacion, Malibcong (BNwM), both
 in Abra; Ibanaw of Talalang (BNwT) and Balbalasang (BNwB) in Bal-
 balan, Kalinga; Imabaka of Dulao, Malibcong (MBKM) and Gubang
 of Buanao, Malibcong, Abra; and KLANW of Ammacian (AMM),
 Quirino, Kalinga.

 Northeast Kalinga (KLANE): Magnao (MAG) and Poblacion (TBK),
 Tabuk, Kalinga.

 Central-South Kalinga (KLACS)

 Central Kalinga (KLAC): Guinaang (GUI), Galdang (GAL), Balen-
 ciagao (BLC), and Puapo (PUA) in Pasil, Manangol and Poblacion,
 Lubuagan (LBG), and Taloctoc (TLC), Tanudan, all in Kalinga.

 Southern Kalinga (KLAS)

 Southwestern Kalinga (KLASW): Kolayo, Balatoc (KOL) in Pasil,
 Tulgao (TUL) and Ngibat, Butbut (BUT) in Tinglayan, all in
 Kalinga; Amti (ATI) and Danac (DNC), Boliney, both in Abra.

 Bangad, Tinglayan (BAN)

 Southeastern Kalinga (KLASE): Mangali (MNG) and Lubo (LBO)
 in Tanudan, Kalinga; Bunut (BUN) in Dalipoy, Paracilis, and Madu-
 kayong (MDK) in Natonin, Mountain Province.

 NOTES
 i. I am indebted to the many respondents who have contributed the data on which this

 paper is based, and I am very grateful in particular to Vice Mayor Deling Agcongay
 of Lagangilang, Abra for her help and generous hospitality. Lawrence A. Reid con-
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 tributed many useful comments on earlier drafts of the paper, as have the anonymous
 readers, but I alone remain responsible for any errors and shortcomings in the text.

 Abbreviations used for many of the language and dialect names are to be found in
 the Appendix. In addition, the following are also used: ADA, Adasen; BLW, Balangaw;
 BON, Bontok; CC, Central Cordilleran; IFG, Ifugaw; ILK, Iloko; KI, Kalinga-Itneg;
 KNKN, Northern Kankanaey; NC, Northern Cordilleran; PAN, Proto-Austronesian;
 PC, Proto-Cordilleran; PCC, Proto-Central Cordilleran; PHF, Proto-Hesperonesian-
 Formosan; PHN, Proto-Hesperonesian; PITG, Proto-Itneg; PKI, Proto-Kalinga-
 Itneg; PKLA, Proto-Kalinga; PMC, Proto-Meso-Cordilleran; PMP, Proto-
 Malayo-Polynesian; PNCC, Proto-North Central Cordilleran; PNuCC, Proto-Nuclear
 Central Cordilleran; PPH, Proto-Philippine; PPHN, Proto-Northern Philippine; PSCC,
 Proto-South-Central Cordilleran; PWMP, Proto-Westem Malayo-Polynesian.

 2. In Manabo the dialect is called Muyadan rather than Masadiit.
 3. Ibanaw and Imabaka reveal the eastern origin of these dialects, in being named after

 regions, rivers and/or place-names in Balbalan. Gubang is taken from the river and
 the former village Gobang (Scott 1969:13 ), also in Balbalan.

 4. Reconstructions at the levels of PAN, PMP, PWMP, PHN, and PPH are those of Blust
 (B), Charles (C), Dempwolff (D), Dyen (Dy), Healey (He), and Zorc (Z) as they ap-
 pear in Wurm and Wilson (1975). Additional reconstructions are from Blust (I970,
 1980, I986, I989), Zorc (1986, 1994), and Himes (unmarked). Reconstructions at
 the levels of PC and below are those of Reid (R) and Himes (unmarked).

 5. McFarland records ?oyol for MAN, but my data have the expected ?ayjol from PNCC
 *?itil 'nose'.

 6. The consonant cluster */nl/ is reflected as /11/; e.g., mallagoy 'to swim' vs. mantapog
 'to swim'. The data at hand do not contain any occurrences of *1 preceded by another
 alveolar consonant, but note the velar substitution in the reduplicated root of mallag-
 ladi:.it 'sad, lonely'.

 7. ITG and KLA both have reflexes of PPHN *Duwata ' I + 2 s' as dowa.'ta and duwa.'ta,
 respectively; cf. Sambal of Botolan luwa.:ta. LAC also has the form dikta.

 8. The Inlaod dialects have the etymologically curious forms dobli:na and dobna.
 9. BAN, MNG, LBO, and MDK have the IP genitive /-ni/, a development shared with BLW,

 which Reid (1974, pers. comm.) suggests is an analogical development so that all na-
 sal initial genitive pronouns begin with an alveolar.

 10. As in BLW, BAN has extended the I/n/ of the genitive to the long nominative form.
 I I. Segments that appear to have been optional are enclosed in parentheses; for example,

 the lexeme that yielded both kanti:la and kati.:la is reconstructed as *ka(n)ti:la. Am-
 biguous segments are enclosed in square brackets; thus, *[st]abbak is reconstructed
 for the lexeme ancestral to both sabbak and tabbak.

 12. Lawrence Reid (pers. comm.) suggests that this item could be a loan from ILK baba
 'below', with a shift from /a/ to /u/ between voiced bilabial stops, but this rule does
 not seem to operate in KI. Cf. PAN(Z) *ba-baHi > ITG, MSD, KLAN, KLAC, KLAS
 baba:?i 'woman, female'; PAN(C) *babuy 'pig' > ITG ba:boy, KLA ba:buy 'wild pig';
 PSCC *ba?ba > KLAS baba 'tooth'.

 13. Isnag and Malaweg; most NC languages have reflexes of Proto-Northern Cordilleran
 *?agel 'liver'.

 14. Malaweg, Itawis, and Gaddang.
 15. Adasen, Isnag, and Malaweg; Itawis and Gaddang ta?gud 'horn'.
 16. Adasen and Malaweg; Itawis and Gaddang bAggat 'husked rice'.
 17. While no CC language for which evidence is available has an expected reflex of

 *takdeR, Ahin Kalanguya (a Southern Cordilleran language closely releated to CC)
 has tekdel 'to stand'.
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